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• Is the material ferroelectric (superconductive, …)
• What makes material ferroelectric (superconductive …)
• Why is material ferroelectric (superconductive, …)
• Will the material be ferroelectric if…
• What can I do to make material….
“New directions in science are launched by new tools much more often than by
new concepts. The effect of a concept-driven revolution is to explain old things in
new ways. The effect of a tool-driven revolution is to discover new things that have
to be explained.”
Freeman Dyson
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Materials in the Chemical Space
•
•

Full atomic coordinate space: un-tractable
Chemical space: minima corresponding to (meta)stable compounds
• Chemical space is non-differentiable
• The pathways between different regions
are non-obvious

CH4

• “Useful” functionalities can be very
complex and poorly understood

Reaction

CH3Cl

• We can calculate bandgaps and ideal
Young moduli

CH2Cl2
Reaction

• Biological activities and
superconductivity, not so much
We typically need outliers!

• Materials and molecules are points in chemical space
• Finding “the right” material is then a
search/optimization problem.
• Machine learning is great at this. Right?
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But:
• There are underlying physical laws that
determine what is possible

The Solid Problem
Chemical space is heavily degenerate: can use mean field descriptors
• Symmetry,
• Concentrations,
Nanoscale phase
• Order parameters
separation
• Thermodynamic potentials
Simple unit cell

Complex unit cell:
partial occupancies

Mesoscale:
microstructures
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• Interesting materials (relaxors, Kitaev materials): some correlations and disorder in ground state.
• Many physical properties cannot be predicted. Bandgaps ok, superconductivity not so much
• Large scale organization: defects, microstructures, etc.
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How do we describe structures of solids beyond symmetry-based methods, establish structureproperty relationships, and use this information for prediction and synthesis of materials?

More then atoms

J.J. Guo et al.,
Nat. Comm. 5, 5389 (2014)

Nature 515, 487 (2014)
Atomic positions can be
determined to <10-pm
precision
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Bond length: Chemical
reactivity, catalytic
activity

Bond angles:
Magnetism
and transport

Configurations
and repeating
elements?

Image
Spectra from Image light atoms
atomic
single atoms
and sensitive
columns
materials
0.61 A resolution

Beams with
Diffraction from
orbital
subatomic
momentum
volumes

Vortex beams
Beam
manipulation

High-res EELS
In-situ holders
4D STEM
Physics extraction

Atomic manipulation
Images from A. Lupini

First AC (Nion)
1997

2002
Prototype
correctors

Sample
Data
Source Detector
Feedback

The Lab on a Beam

2006
TEAM project

2006
Band excitation

2012
Broad adoption
of AC STEM

2008
PCA

2012
2014
Segmented 4D STEM
detectors

2010
NN: recognition

2012
BLU

2016
Vortex
beams

2017
2015
Multimodal Data mining CNNs

2018
Interesting
science!

Physics from STEM and SPM data
• Can we get materials specific information (e.g. atomic coordinates from STEM, scattering
potentials from 4D STEM, etc.) from microscopy data, at which level of confidence, and how this
knowledge is affected and can be improved from knowledge of imaging system (e.g. classical beam
parameters, resolution function, all the way to full imaging system modelling), and knowledge of
material.
• Can we use the materials-specific information with uncertainties determined by incomplete
knowledge of imaging system or intrinsic limitations to infer physics and chemistry, either via
correlative models or recovery of generative physics (force fields, exchange integrals, etc.)
• Can we use thus determined materials information, either correlative or causative, to reconstruct
materials behaviors (phase diagrams, etc) in the broader parameter space (e.g. for temperatures
and concentrations different for specific sample studied), and determine how reliability of such
prediction depends on position in parameter space.
• Can we harness the data stream from the microscope to engender real time feedback, e.g. for
autonomous experimentation and atomic manipulation
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Dynamic Atomic Changes
Observations of atomic
dynamics induced by
beam (or temperature,
field, etc.) gives
information on multiple
atomic configurations as
they form and evolve.
Can we learn:
• Effective
interaction
parameters (e-ph
coupling)?
• Force fields?
• Phase transition
dynamics
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Deep learning for atomically resolved images
Top 3 predictions

Meet Duffy: Pitbull-Shepard-Collie mix

Randomly selected feature maps

Staffordshire bullterrier 43 %
Very
close

American pit bull terrier 23 %
Basenji 11 %

STEM of WS2
Top 3 predictions
Wool 6.3 %
Velvet 5.5 %
Window screen 3.8 %

Randomly selected feature maps

Deep learning works like a charm for:
• Drift correction
• Denoising
• Data processing/dimensionality reduction
• Feature finding (physics is in the training set)
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Describing the building blocks
• Parsimony: the elements should be as simple as possible (but not simpler!)
• Bayesianity: symmetries and structures are determined locally only in Bayesian sense
• Completeness: we should be able to describe all of our data
Continuous translational
symmetry

Atom based
descriptions

Localized subimages

FerroNet: Finding Descriptors
Experimental (LBFO film)

Building blocks (from neural network output)

PCA eigenvectors and loading maps

Information Content
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Autoencoders: variational, rotational, conditional
1. Denoising (images, spectra, etc.)

Sub-image stack 1
Ground truth
Convolution
Dense
1

2

3

Noisy images
Reconstruction

Latent

…

k

Dense
Deconvolution
Sub-image stack 1
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Ground truth

2. Recoloring
Grayscale

Reconstruction

Exploring the latent space
Image -> Latent space
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Latent space -> Image

Conditional variational autoencoder
Sub-image stack
Convolution

Classes
1 2
… k

Dense
Latent
Dense
Deconvolutio
n
Sub-image stack
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Rotational variational autoencoder
Sub-image stack
Convolution
Dense
𝜃𝜃

x0

y0

…

STEM image
(or stack)

Latent
k

Dense
Deconvolutio
n
Sub-image stack
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Workflow

rVAE
• Latent variables
• Atom classes L2
• Building blocks

Atom AI
• Atom positions
• Atom classes L1
• Sub-image stack

cVAE
• Latent variables
• Structural details

Describing the building blocks
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Latent variable

Angle

Rotational Variational Autoencoders

Im2spec and spec2im

•
•
•

Use encoder-decoder architecture to transform local structure to local spectra
And spectra to images
Predictive within the image

Im2spec and spec2im: plasmons in nanosystems
Sub-image

Prediction vs. truth

Spectrum

Prediction

Ground truth

What is wrong with correlation?
Simpson paradox:
• Exercise is bad for cholesterol
• Some drugs are bad for men and women, but good for people in general
• … and many more

• Exercise is good for cholesterol
• People try to exercise more to reduce it
• But it is not enough…

When can we use AI in physics?
If the causal link is well known, ML is the tool:
• Atom finding via U-Nets
• GANs for 4D STEM inversion in theory
• GANs for 4D STEM inversion in experiment IFF microscope parameters are known
• Most machine learning applications in theory
If the causal link is known and confounders are “frozen”
• GANs for 4D STEM inversion in experiment IFF microscope parameters do not change
• Materials synthesis-property relations
• Some experimental based materials predictions
If the causal links are multiple and unknown
• There be dragons
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From Correlation to Generative Models:

Wikipedia, NASA

• Problems can be intractable combinatorically or have unclear causative chain (confounders,
observational biases, etc), but have simple constitutive laws
• Low dimensional non-linear manifold in the very high dimensional linear spaces
25

• Observational data: astronomy

Complexity vs. Algorithmic complexity
The Mandelbrot set is the
set of complex numbers c
for which the function
f(c,z) = z2 + c
does not diverge when
iterated from z = 0

Source: Wikipedia
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Physics from Microscopic Degrees of Freedom
Macroscopic measurements
Scattering data

Macroscopic observables:
• Property
• Average structure
• fluctuations
Can ML do it?
(Melko 2017)
Microscopic models
• Ising model
• Heisenberg model
• Kitaev model
• ….

Can ML do it?

Real material

On atomistic scale, we often use lattice Hamiltonian models:
o Can we determine local interactions from STEM or SPM data

o What if some information is lost (1 << observables << degrees of freedom)
27

A. Sefat

Physics above phase transitions
Minimize statistical distance
between histograms

T = 1.7

Vlcek et al., ACS Nano (2017)

• Utilize all available statistical information in the image
• Using generative model, infer parameters from the experiment
• Can be done well above phase transition temperature!
28

MoS2 – ReS2 Solid solutions by STEM
5% ReS2

55% ReS2

Data by Shize Yang and Matt Chisholm
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78% ReS2

95% ReS2

Thermodynamics of solid solution
x = 0.05

x = 0.78

x = 0.55

x = 0.95

Nearest and next-nearest interactions

Pair Additive

Many Body

Interacting
NN and NNN

NN

1. Pair-additive Model
2. Many-body Model
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Non-interacting

Non-interacting

L. Vlcek, S. Yang, Y. Gong, P. Ajayan, W. Zhou, M. F. Chisholm, M.
Ziatdinov, R. K. Vasudevan, S. V. Kalinin, [submitted], 2019.

Exploring physics: statistical normal modes
#0

#1

#2

• Traditionally, the order parameter is defined based on symmetry
and atomistic representation is established in the ad hoc manner
• But what if we define order parameter from the bottom up – based
on the statistics of atomic distortions?
• And further correlate it to local chemical composition?
31

Global concentration

Cause and effect?

Global concentration
•
•
•
•
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Global concentration

There are at least two effects: average electron concentration and local atomic configurations
Can we establish which one controls local symmetry breaking?
Macroscopically: field effect devices can separate electronic and chemical effect
But what about observational studies only?

Physics of ferroelectric domain walls
Ising wall:

For certain types of domain walls, we
have analytical solutions
Ising wall:

Bloch wall:

Neel wall:

𝑃𝑃2 𝑥𝑥3 =

𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 ⋅tanh 𝑥𝑥3 −𝑥𝑥0 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐

𝜂𝜂⋅sech2 𝑥𝑥3 −𝑥𝑥0 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 +1

Neel wall: Multiaxial ferroelectric

𝑃𝑃2 𝑥𝑥3 =

,

𝜂𝜂 = 0: second order
𝜂𝜂 ≠ 0: first order

𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 ⋅sinh 𝑥𝑥3 −𝑥𝑥0 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐
cosh 𝑅𝑅0 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 +cosh 𝑥𝑥3 −𝑥𝑥0 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐

.

• Can we determine the parameters from experimental data?
And how reliably?
• Can we distinguished different wall models (i.e. free energy)
from observations? And how reliably?
• What kind of microscope do we need to get reliable data?
• Can prior knowledge help us?
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A Bit of (Ancient and Modern) Wisdom
…there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known
unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also
unknown unknowns—the ones we don't know we don't know.
D. Rumsfeld
Har kas ke bedanad va bedanad ke bedanad
Asb-e kherad az gombad-e gardun bejahanad
Har kas ke nadanad va bedanad ke nadanad
Langan kharak-e khish be manzel beresanad
Har kas ke nadanad va nadanad ke nadanad
Dar jahl-e morakkab'abad od-dar bemanad
Anyone who knows, and knows that he knows
Makes the steed of intelligence leap over the vault of heaven
Anyone who does not know, but knows that he does not know
Can bring his lame little donkey to the destination nonetheless
Anyone who does not know, and does not know that he does not know
Is stuck forever in the double ignorance
34

Naser od-Din Tusi (1201-1274)

The World is Bayesian: Physics from Observations
…there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known
unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also
unknown unknowns—the ones we don't know we don't know.
D. Rumsfeld
Hypothesis driven science:
What we want to learn

Forward model:
Theory

Domain expertise:

𝑃𝑃(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)
𝑃𝑃 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =
𝑃𝑃(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)

• Experimentalists know the priors. Albeit they do not know that
they know it, or how to convert them to algorithmic form
• How can we add Bayesian priors to:

– Reinforcement learning (functionality optimization in experiment)
– GANs (inverse problems, image reconstruction)
35

– VAEs (physical constraints on latent variables)

High Performance
Computing

How good a microscope we need? Can physics help?
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Functional form of physical law is not enough

Volume

Process 1

Process 2

Pressure
• We generally assume that cationic order is frozen at the state of
material formation,
• Polarization field evolves to accommodate average polarization
instability and local pinning.
• However, ions can move to compensate polarization – segregation at
the domain walls, memory effects, etc.
For real material, what is the cause and what is the effect:
• Does polarization align to the cationic disorder
• Or does polarization instability at the morphotropic boundary drive
37
cationic disorder?

Kalinin and Spaldin, Science 2013

Next step: predictability and Bayesian surprise
General idea:
If subset of observed data is sufficient to predict the remaining data, we can find regions
where there is large uncertainty.
Enabling tools:
• Bayesian networks (2 hidden layers, 10 neurons)
• Gaussian Process regression
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Next step: predictability and Bayesian surprise
Observed polarization
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Polarization predicted
from chemical and
structural descriptors

Uncertainty

The chemistry challenge
R. Ishikawa
O. Dyck

Only one atom
moves in well
defined potential

One or few atoms
move in defined
potential

O. Dyck

O. Dyck

One or few atoms Point defect
move in weakly
dynamics
changing potential

What about chemistry?
o Markov state descriptions
o Potential energy landscape reconstructions
o Force fields (and excitation) from observed dynamics

A. Lupini

M. Chi

Everything
Extended defect
changes: defect
dynamics
formation,
nucleation,
mechanical
deformation

Placing single Si atoms in a graphene lattice

Position beam
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Create hole/defect

Agitate source
material

O. Dyck, S. Kim, S. V. Kalinin and S. Jesse, Appl. Phys. Lett. 111, 113104 (2017).

Moving a single Si atom through the lattice

12
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O. Dyck, S. Kim, S. V. Kalinin and S. Jesse, Appl. Phys. Lett. 111, 113104 (2017).

Moving a single Si atom through the lattice
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Building few atom structures

Dyck, O., et al Small 14, 1801771
(2018).

Assembling small molecules
Ti

Si
Pt

Fe

Si
Si
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Manufacturing at the Atomic Scale with Beams
Directed Crystal Growth in STO
~16 u.c. wide
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Concluding:
• Data matters (but only if physics and chemistry is analyzed!)
• Machine learning is not enough:
o Known causal chain
o Frozen confounders/biases
o Physics discovery: parsimonious forms
o Causal discovery: adding time
• Microscope is a laboratory:
o E-beam atomic fabrication
o Combinatorial research
o Automated experiment

Sergei V. Kalinin
sergei2@ornl.gov

Connect!

YouTube

